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3.10

Source Criticism of the Gospels and Acts
Presuppositions of Source Criticism
• A significant period of time (thirty to sixty years) elapsed between
the occurrence of the events reported in the Gospels and Acts and
the writing of these books.
• Although this period was primarily a time of oral transmission,
some materials probably were put into writing before the Gospels
and Acts were produced.
• Some of these materials probably were collected and circulated or
preserved by communities, including those in which the Gospels
and Acts were later produced.
• These early written materials were edited by the evangelists, who
used them as sources when they composed the Gospels and
Acts.

What Source Critics Do
Source critics identify places in the Gospels and Acts where an
evangelist may be drawing on material that was already in writing.
They do this through external and internal analysis.

External Analysis
The clearest identifications of source material usually come through
the study of parallel passages. When the same material is found in
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more than one writing, scholars may decide that one of these
writings was the source for the other(s) or that some other document
was the common source for all the parallel passages known to us.

Internal Analysis
Editorial seams such as abrupt shifts or awkward connections may
indicate a transition to source material. Peculiarities of style or
content are also indications that source material is being used.
Based on such analysis, source critics propose lists of materials that
each author might have used when composing his book.

Results of Source Criticism: Some Common Proposals
Possible Sources for Matthew’s Gospel
•

the Gospel of Mark

•

a collection of the sayings of Jesus, called “Q”

•

a variety of other sources, collectively called “M”

According to the Farrer Theory, Matthew used Mark as a source, but
not Q; according to the Two-Gospel Hypothesis, Matthew did not use
Mark or Q.

Possible Sources for Mark’s Gospel
• a collection of controversy stories, including those found now
in Mark 2:1–3:6
• a collection or, possibly, two collections of miracle stories,
including many of those now found in chapters 4–8
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• an apocalyptic tract containing much of what is now in
chapter 13
• an early version of the passion narrative (the story of Jesus’s
death and resurrection)
According to the Two-Gospel Hypothesis, Mark used Matthew and
Luke as sources.

Possible Sources for Luke’s Gospel
•

the Gospel of Mark

•

a collection of the sayings of Jesus, called “Q”

•

a variety of other sources, collectively called “L”

According to the Farrer Theory, Luke used Mark and Matthew as a
source, but not Q; according to the Two-Gospel Hypothesis, Luke
used Matthew as a source, but not Mark or Q.

Possible Sources for John’s Gospel
• a “Signs Gospel” that recorded seven or eight miracle stories
(John 2:1–12; 4:46–54; 5:1–9; 6:1–13; 9:1–7; 11:1–44; 21:1–
6; perhaps 6:15–25) and may have included an account of
the passion and resurrection
• a collection of remembrances of one called the “beloved
disciple,” dealing mostly with the last week of Jesus’s life
• a body of material underlying the great discourses of Jesus,
possibly sermons by the beloved disciple or another
prominent member of the community
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Possible Sources for the Book of Acts
• an Aramaic document describing the life of the early church
in Jerusalem, used for Acts 1–12
• a collection of traditions from the church in Antioch, used for
stories concerning Stephen and Barnabas (6:1–8:3; 11:19–
30; 12:25–25:35)
• a travel diary, used for portions of the book recounting the
journeys of Paul

Separating Tradition from Framework
Source critics sometimes attempt to reconstruct what the early
written sources may have looked like prior to their incorporation into
the Gospels or Acts. In doing this, they distinguish between tradition
(the source material originally available to the author) and framework
(the material added to the source when it was incorporated into the
book of which it is now a part).
This works best when the sources have been identified through
external analysis.
For material in Matthew or Luke that has a parallel in Mark, the
Markan parallel is usually thought to represent the source for what is
in Matthew or Luke. Accordingly, the material in Matthew or Luke
that is identical with what is in the Markan parallel may be
designated “tradition,” and the material that differs from what is in the
Markan parallel may be designated “framework.”
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For material that is parallel in Matthew and Luke but not in Mark, the
source is thought to have been “Q,” which is now lost to us. When
the parallel passages in Matthew and Luke are identical, this
material may be designated “tradition.” When the parallel passages
in Matthew and Luke differ, one of the two readings can perhaps be
designated “tradition” and the other “framework,” but a judgment
must be made as to which reading most likely represents the original
source.
Designation of tradition and framework is less certain with regard to
sources identified through internal analysis. Sometimes, however,
source critics will designate as “tradition” the material that is more
consistent linguistically, thematically, or theologically with other
material ascribed to the source than with the document as a whole.

Why Source Critics Do This
Scholars who are interested in the historical period of Jesus and his
earliest followers believe that even tentative reconstructions of early
written sources are more likely to be representative of this period
than the edited material in the Gospels and Acts.
Scholars who are interested in the history of the early church believe
the reconstructed sources offer direct testimony to the concerns of
the church during the period before the Gospels and Acts were
written.
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Scholars who are interested in the concerns of the evangelists
believe that the identification and possible reconstruction of sources
allows them to discern better the distinctive interests of the
evangelists evident in their editing of these sources.
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